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We study the complexity of communication between two processors in terms of complexity 
classes as introduced by Babai, Frankl, and Simon (in “Proceedings, 27th Annu. IEEE 
Sympos. on Found. of Comput. Sci., 1986,” pp. 337-347). They showed some analogies 
between Turing machine (TM) classes like S+, JV”~, L, etc. and the corresponding 
communication complexity classes which we denote by C-B, C-N/lrB, C-Z,, etc. This paper 
continues these investigations, in particular, the Boolean hierarchy C-OX’ and probabilistic 
classes are considered. We enlarge this correspondence by showing that C-Z, + i can also be 
characterized by a C-Jlr%protocol that uses only one question to a C-Z,-oracle. For the 
probabilistic class C-SV it suffices to consider probabilistic protocols with moderately bounded 
error, this solves an open problem suggested in op. cit. In contrast to the case of TM complexity, 
we are able to show some proper inclusions like C-as u C-&?qq t C-Z, n C-II, n C-&Y 
and C-BBcC-@*“. The nonuniformity of communication protocols allows us to show 
that the Boolean communication hierarchy does not collapse. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [HR 883 we have studied different measures for the communication 
complexity of functions h: X0 x X1 + Y defined over finite sets Xi and Y (typically 
x0=x1= (0, l}” and Y = (0, 1 } ). h has to be computed by a protocol involving 
two processors, PO and Pr, where initially Pi only knows the value of the argument 
xi E Xi. In this paper we will examine communication complexity from a different 
point of view, namely we consider communication complexity classes of languages 
L corresponding to sequences (f,),, N of functions f,: (0, 1 }” x (0, 1 }” + (0, 1 }. 
Like circuits, this is a nonuniform model. In this context a language does not have 
to be recursive, since a sequence of protocols, each solving the problem 
“(x,, xi) E L?” for pairs of inputs of fixed length, is not required to be constructible. 
For some natural languages the upper bounds are obtained by uniform families of 
protocols. A sequence of protocols will be called an algorithm in the following. 
In the sequel, n denotes the length of the inputs. The computational model can 
briefly be described as follows. Two processors, P, and P,, get inputs x0 E X0 
and x,EX~, respectively, X0 = X, = (0, 11”. In order to compute a function 
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h: X,xX, -t Y, they alternate in sending binary strings according to some 
(deterministic, nondeterministic, or probabilistic) protocol d; finally, one of them 
computes the result, h(x,, xi) (or some other value for erroneous computations). In 
each step the behaviour of a processor depends only on its input and the messages 
that have, been exchanged so far. A run of d can be described by strings 
m, ) . ..) m, E (0, 1 } *, where r is the number of rounds of that run. The message m, 
with odd (even) i is sent by P,, (PI) in round i. We require a protocol to generate 
“self delimiting” messages, i.e., for any two runs (m,, . . . . m,) and (m;, . . . . m:) 
(possibly padded with empty strings to have the same number of rounds) and every 
iE (1, . . . . r >, the concatenation m 1 . . . mi must not be a proper prefix of rn; ... ml. 
A deterministic protocol can be specified by two transmission functions 
#i: X,x (0, l>* + (0, l}* and the partial output functions aj: Xix (0, l}* + Y, 
ie (0, l}. For k :=kmod 2, 41;(~R, w1 ... wk) is the message sent by processor P, 
in round k + 1 if the messages wl, . . . . wk have already been exchanged. If for some 
k>O, af(xf, w1 ... wk) is defined this is the result of that run. To guarantee prefix 
freeness it may be necessary that in this case one additional round is needed to 
inform PC about termination. 
For a deterministic protocol d, let l(d) denote its length or communication 
compbxity, that is the maximal number of bits exchanged during a run of d for 
any pair of inputs. d computes the function h if for all (x,,, xl)oXOx Xi the run 
of d on (x,, x1) is finite and the result equals h(x,, x1). Then the deterministic 
communication complexity of h is defined as 
C,,,(h) := min{Z(d) 1 d computes h}. 
Probabilistic protocols may be defined in different ways. Yao used transmission 
functions bi : Xi x { 0, 1 } * x { 0, 1 > * + [0, l] and output functions ui: Xix (0, 1 } * x 
Y -+ [0, 1) toJdenote probability distributions on the set of possible messages, resp. 
possible decision values [Y 79, Y 831. dl;(xl;, w1 .s. wk, w) is the probability that 
message w will be sent by PL if the messages wl, . . . . wk have already been 
exchanged. arG(xlr,wl ... wk, y) (if defined) is the probability that the run will stop 
with result y after exchanging messages wl, . . . . wk. Then the probability that the 
result on input (x,, x1 ) equals y is 
k-l 
c c 
keN 
al(Xk, w1 .” wk, Y) n #j(Xj, WI ... Wj, Wj+l). 
Wl,...,Wl(E {O,l)‘: j=O 
For a probabilistic protocol d let I(&) denote the maximal length of the runs 
of JS’ on inputs (x0, xi), maximized over all inputs (x0, x,) E X0 x X,. E(&$, h) (or 
a(&) if h is fixed) denotes the error probability of d with respect to h for the worst 
input; that is, 
E(&, h) = (m;~, PrC.4 on (x0, x1) yields some y # h(x,, xl)]. 
x 1 
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Then, for 0 < E < f, we call 
C,(h) := min{l(d) I& is a probabilistic protocol with E(&‘, h) <a) 
the (worst case) probabilistic communication complexity of h for error probability less 
than E. 
In a nondeterministic protocol a processor may have different alternatives which 
message to send in a round. The message transmission is defined by a relation 
$icXjx (0, 1)*x (0, l}*: if (xi, w1 ... wk, w)E#~ then PR on input xL and 
messages wi, . . . . wk may send w in round k + 1. A protocol d nondeterministically 
computes a function h: .A’, x X, + {0, 1 }, we also say accepts the set L(h) := 
h-‘( { l}), if for each input (x0, xl)eL(h) there exists a run with result 1 and there 
are no such runs for (x,, xi) 4 L(h). Let Z’(d) denote the minimum length of such 
an accepting run, maximized over all inputs (x0, x,) E L(h). We call 
C Lndet(h) :=min{l’(d)Id accepts L(h)} 
the nondeterministic communication complexity of the language defined by h, and we 
denote the complexity of its complement by 
C coL m&h) := CL ndh 
where h := 1 -h is the complement function of h. 
For all the models defined above the corresponding r-round communication 
complexities are defined as the complexities of protocols that use at most r rounds 
of communication; these complexities will be denoted by CI+, C,,, etc. l-round 
protocols are also called one-way protocols. 
As a generalization of the nondeterministic complexities CL ndet and CcoL ndet the 
authors in [BFS 863 define the alternating communication complexity for boolean- 
valued functions h. A possible definition is: A k-alternating protocol d is given by 
a sequence I,, . . . . I, of integers, where Cf=, Zj is the length r(d) of the protocol, and 
two decision functions #,,, 4, : { 0, 1 }” x (0, 1 }I(&) + { 0, 1 }. d computes h if 
h(x,,x,)=lo+,E (0, l}“Vu,~ (0, 1}‘2...Q~~~{0, l)“:&,(x,,u) 0 &(xi,u), 
where u=ui ...uk, and Q = V and 0 = V if k is even, Q = 3 and 0 = A otherwise. 
Then 
C,,,,,(h) := min{I(&) I JZ? is a k-alternating protocol which computes h}. 
2. COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
For convenience let denote 
(0, 1>** := ((4 Y)lX, YE (07 1>*9 I-4 = IYI 1 
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the set of all pairs of O/l-strings of equal length and denote its powerset by 2(03’i”. 
We identify an element of 2{‘*‘}** with its characteristic function 
f: (0, l}** --f (0, 1) 
and consider f as a sequence (f,),,, N of functions f,, : (0, 1 }” x (0, 1)” + (0, 1 }, 
where f,,(x, y) =f(x, y) for all x, y E (0, 1 }“. For a language 15. E 2t03’ )** and n E N 
we define L =’ to be the subset of L consisting of pairs of strings of length n; that 
lS, 
L=“:=Ln({O, l}“x (0,l)n). 
We now extend the notion of communication complexity from single functions 
defined on finite sets (0, 1)“~ (0, l}” to (0, l}**. 
DEFINITION. For any function T: N --) N we define the following communication 
complexity classes. f will always be (the characteristic function of) a subset of 
(0, q** andf,, the restriction to input pairs of length n. 
DComm(T) := (fl C,,,(fJ G T(4). 
For any function k: N -+ N, 
and 
coA,Comm(T) := {flfgA,Comm(T)}. 
NComm( T) := A, Comm( T). 
coNComm( T) := coA, Comm( T). 
Let E: N -+ [0, l] be a function denoting the error probability one is willing to 
tolerate and 
KComm(T) := ~flc,,,,K) < T(n)>. 
Most important will be the sets of error probabilities, 
E COnSf := {c 1 E(n) = e for some 0 < e < t}, 
E plog:={~I~(n)<~-22’o~nforsomek~N}, 
E unb := {EiE(n)< t>, 
which yield classes with bounded, moderately bounded, and unbounded error 
probability: 
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RBComm(T) := u R,Comm(T), 
6 E Econrt 
RMComm(T) := u R, Comm(T), 
E E EpkTg 
RUComm(T) := u R,Comm(T). 
E E Eunb 
For any sequence g of functions g, : N ’ + { 0, 1 }, 
# RelComm(g, T) := (fl3 nondeterministic protocols .G$ of 
length < T(4:.L(xo~ xl)= gn(qJxOp x1), c.Jxo9 xl))>, 
where adn((x,,, x1) (rdJxO, xi)) is the number of accepting (resp. rejecting) runs of 
J& on input (x,,, x,). Here the length of zJ” means the maximal number of bits 
exchanged in any run on any pair of inputs of length n. 
Since, for any f, the deterministic complexity is bounded by Cde, (f) d n, all the 
classes defined above are equal to 2 {‘a ’ I** if T(n) > n. Hence, only sublinear bounds 
on Tare of interest. In particular, we are interested in polylogarithmic communica- 
tion complexity classes as defined in [BFS 861. This may be viewed as an analogue 
to the classical polynomial-exponential time hierarchy. In that case the problem size 
is measured by the length of the input and all M&complete problems are solvable 
by exhaustive search with exponential effort. In the communication model we 
consider as problem size the amount of information to code the position and value 
of a single input bit. Exhaustive search then corresponds to a complete transfer of 
all bits. 
DEFINITION. Let PLOG := {T: IV -+ N I3de N: T(n) < O(logd n)}. We define the 
following communication complexity classes: 
C-8 := DComm(PLOG). 
C-NY := NComm(PLOG). 
C-COJVY := coNComm(PLOG). 
C-9lP9’ := RBComm(PLOG). 
C-M89 := RMComm(PLOG). 
C-Q99 := RUComm(PLOG). 
For any fixed k E N, 
C-Zk := A,Comm(PLOG) 
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and 
C-lIk := coA,Comm(PLOG). 
C-9Space := APLoG Comm(PLOG). 
C-$79 := # ReEComm(gt, PLOG), 
where gt(a, I) = 1 iff a > r, 
C-# 28 := # ReEComm(ev, PLOG), 
where ev(a, r) = 1 iff a is even. 
Remark. One may give another characterization of C-Z, (and its complemen- 
tary class C-17,) which seems to be more natural and is equivalent to the previous 
one for k > 1: Let C-Z, := C-9. A language L is in C-Ck if there exists some 
polylogarithmic function I: N -+ N and a function L’: (0, 1 } * -+ C-17,_ i such that 
(X,,XI)E Lo3ufs (0, 1)““‘: (x,, XI)EL’(U). 
Following [ BFS 861, we define C- # 9’ as the set of all functions f: { 0, 1 } * * + N 
for which there exists a sequence of nondeterministic protocols J;4, such that the 
number of bits exchanged during any run of zz$ is at most polylogarithic in n and 
the number of accepting runs of S& on input (x,, x1) isf(x,, xi). Clearly, the length 
of the output If(x,, xi)1 is at most polylogarithmic in the length of the input 
II = lx01 = 1x11. We define C-.FqSpace as the class of those functions 
f: (0, l}** + N with polylogarithmic length of output for which the language 
{((x0, Z)? (Xl, z)) IA x0, x1) 2 z} is in C@Space. 
Babai et al. also considered protocols that have access to an oracle which may 
be either a language KEY{‘,‘)** or a function k: (0, l}**-+ (0, l}*. In the 
communication complexity model things then become a little more delicate than in 
Turing machine computations. To query an oracle each Pi generates a string qi and 
gives it to the oracle. This has to be done synchronously and the two strings should 
be of the same length. The oracle supplies both processors with the answer whether 
(qo, ql) E K, respectively, with the value k(q,, ql). The complexity of an oracle 
query is defined as the length of the output (which is 1, resp. Ik(q,, ql)l) plus the 
logarithm of the length of the query strings (loglq,l). 
A motivation for choosing this definition is the following. By selecting an 
appropriate oracle like k(q,, ql) 5 qo, the processors can transfer information 
without directly exchanging messages; therefore one should count the length of the 
answers. The complexity measure for queries should also consider the length of the 
query strings. But taking the length itself rather than its logarithm would make 
oracle queries superfluous, because the processors could as well exchange the query 
strings directly. This supplies both with enough information to deduce the answers 
of arbitrary oracles k(q,, ql). 
An ordinary protocol is extended to an (adaptive) oracle protocol by permitting 
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queries to an oracle at the beginning of the protocol and the end of each round. 
Because of the synchronisation properties the timing and length of queries may only 
depend on the messages exchanged so far and answers to previous queries, 
the string qi itself may also depend on the input xi known to the generating 
processor Pi. 
In an oracle protocol it is no longer required that processors alternate sending 
messages between rounds. After getting an answer from the oracle it might be useful 
that the processor which sent the last message continues. As indicated above, one 
of the processors does not need to send any message m at all, each bit of m can be 
deduced from an appropriate oracle query. The complexity of an oracle protocol is 
the number of bits exchanged plus the sum of the complexities of the oracle queries. 
DEFINITION. For any function T: N -+ N and any set C of languages or functions 
let DCommc( T) denote the class of languages L’ for which there exists some oracle 
L E C and a sequence of oracle protocols that use L as oracle with complexity at 
most T. Also, let C-9’= lJ TE PLoG DCommc( T). If C = {L) we also write 
DCommL( T) and C-P’, respectively. 
Analogously to TM complexity, one may also consider nonadaptive (or parallel) 
oracle protocols [W 881, where a list of all queries is formed before any of them 
is made. We denote the corresponding classes by C-SC” and so on. Additionally, 
we can restrict the number of queries allowed to some maximum r, thus obtaining 
C-Bccrl and C-Pc”c’l etc. 
3. CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In this chapter we study closure properties of communication complexity classes 
like C-N9 or C-&?V under different set operations. A summary of the results is 
given in Table I. For notational convenience from now on we will denote an input 
pair (x~,x,)E~~xX~ by (x, Y). 
Clearly, for any function T: N + B, DComm( T), is closed under complementa- 
tion. The same holds for R, Comm( T) for any function E: IV + [O, 11. This implies 
that C-8, C-9999, C-&?BB, C-9’++ B, and C-Q&P are closed under complemen- 
tation. Also, it is easy to see that the same holds for C-9%9, C-#28, and 
C-SSpace. 
On the other hand, it is well known that C-NS= C-Z‘, and C-CONY = C-n, 
are not closed under complementation. The identification function id, has 
nondeterministic complexity 
C L ndet(i4) = n 
which follows from the fooling set bound of [AUY 831 while it can easily be seen 
that 
C coLndet(i4) d rlog 4+ 1. 
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TABLE I 
Closure Properties 
409 
Complemen- 
Class tation n ” & 
C-NY n c-coJv.9’” Closed Closed Closed Closed 
c-NY, C-CONY Not closed Closed Closed Closed 
c-./v9 u C-coJvYh Closed Not closed Not closed Not closed 
c-c, n c-nk c Closed Closed Closed Closed 
c-‘Ek, c-nk c ? Closed Closed Closed 
c-.rk v C-Ilk c Closed ? 7 ? 
C-YSpace Closed Closed Closed Closed 
C-?-i?99 Closed Closed Closed Closed 
c-99 =d c-./t99 Closed ? ? Closed 
c499 Closed ? 1 Closed 
c-y-” Closed Closed Closed Closed 
c-#28 Closed Closed Closed Closed 
’ Equal to C-9 (see Section 4). 
’ For the non-closure results consider, for example, the pair of languages 
b={(XIX*> Y,YJl 1x11 =Ix*l=lY,l =lY*l,x,=Y,~, 
L,= i(x1x2, YlY2)l 1x11 =lxzl= lYll= lY2L X2ZY2). 
Closed 
Not closed 
Not closed 
Closed 
‘P 
7 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
(For “G” replace “ #” by “ = ” in L,.) 
‘k>2. 
* See Theorem 10. 
The question remains open whether the classes C-Ck are closed under complemen- 
tation for k b 2; that is, whether C-C, = C-Uk. 
Next we consider intersections and unions of languages. Of course, for 
complexity classes C which are closed under complementation, we only have to 
consider one of these operations. 
THEOREM 1. (i) L,, L, E DComm( T) *LOnL,, L,uL,~DComm(2T+l). 
(ii) L,, L, E RBComm( T) * L, n L,, L, v L, E RBComm(O( T)). 
Proof: Since DComm( T) and RBComm( T) are closed under complementation, 
we restrict ourself to the intersection. 
(i) The two processors execute a separate run for either of the two languages 
and compute the logical “and” of the results with at most one additional bit of 
communication. 
(ii) For RBComm, observe that the error probability can be reduced to any 
arbitrary small constant by independently running the protocol a constant number 
of times and accepting the majority vote. The two processors execute a separate run 
for either of the two languages with sufficiently small error probability (say i) and 
compute the logical “and” of the two results with at most one additional bit of 
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communication. The total error probability of this algorithm is bounded by a con- 
stant less than 4 (namely 1 - (1 - 4)’ = $). i 
COROLLARY. C-9 and C-g99 are closed under intersection and union. 
We will show later that also C-Bc-#P is closed under intersection and union. The 
question whether C-89 and C-%&9’ are closed under n and u remains open. 
THEOREM 2. For any function k: N --) N, 
L,,L,~A~Comm(T)~L,uL,~A,Comm(2T+l)and 
Lo n L, E A,Comm(4T+ 1). 
Proof: Let L,, L, E A,Comm(T). Then there exist II(n), . . . . IJn), CT=, lj(n) =: 
l(n), with I(n)<2T(n) and #i, tii: (0, l}n+‘(n)-+ (0, l}, ie {O, I>, such that, for 
x, YE {0, l}” and u=ul .‘. uk, 
(x, y)ELio3u,E{0, l)“V/U*E{O, l}“... QUA E (0, 1)“: bib, u) 0 Il/i(y, ~1, 
where Q = V and 0 = V if k is even, Q = 3 and 0 = A otherwise. (Without loss of 
generality one may assume that the Z, do not depend on i; this increases the total 
length I by at most a factor of 2.) We may abbreviate the last part of this expression 
(Vu, . . . ) by (x, y) E Li(u,). So we have 
(x, y)ELio3ulE (0, 1)“: ((x, Y)ELJ(U*)). 
Notice that, for any two functions ul: N + (0, 1 }“(“) and i: N -+ {0, 1 }, 
U L:(,,(ul(n)) E coA,- 1 Comm(2T- II). 
n‘sN 
Now it is obvious that L, u L, E A,Comm(2T+ 1) and L,rlZ;E 
coA, Comm(2T + 1 ), since 
(x, y)~L~u L,03(uI, i)E (0, l}“+‘: ((x, y)EL!(uI)). 
Furthermore, 
(x, Y)EL,~L,~~(u,,,,u,,,)E (0, l}*“: (x, ~)~Lb(u~,~)nL;(u,,,). 
By the previous part of the proof we know that Lb(u,,,) n L;(u,,,) E 
coA,-,Comm(2T - I, + 1) and hence Lo n L, E A,Comm(2T + I, + 1) G 
A,Comm(4T+ 1). 1 
COROLLARY. C-Z,, C-II,, and C-BSpace are closed under intersection and union, 
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THEOREM 3. C-#29 is closed under intersection and union. 
Proof. Since C-#29 is closed under complementation we only need to show 
that it is closed under union. So, let L,, L, E C- # 29 and let do and d’ be the 
corresponding C-N%algorithms which have an even number of accepting runs on 
input (4 Y) iff (-5 y)E Lo or (4 Y)E L,, respectively. Let d be the C-JVP- 
algorithm which executes an &‘-protocol and an &‘-protocol and accepts if both 
runs accept. The number of accepting runs of d on input (x, y) is 
a&(x, y)=a,,0b, Y)-a,l(x, y). 
Hence, a,(~, y) is even iff either of adO(x, y) or a,,l(x, y) is even. This implies 
L,UL,EC-#29. 1 
Another interesting operation is “joining” two languages in such a way that 
either of them can be selected by a separate part of the input. 
DEFINITION. For two languages Lo and L, let the language Lo & L, be defined 
by 
((~,i),(y,j))EL~&L~oj=iE{O, 1) A (x,y)G. 
We will now show that all polylogarithmic complexity classes considered so far 
are closed under joining. 
LEMMA 1. C-S, C-~Y9, C-Xk, C-ZIIk, C-YSpace, and C- # 29 are closed 
under &. 
ProoJ Let C E (C-9, C-%%P9, C-Ck, C-IIk, C-9Space, C- # 29). For all L E C 
and i, je (0, l}, we also have 
(((x,i),(~,j))l(x,y)EL}~C. 
Since, for a E (0, 1 }, 
{((x, i), (y, j))li=j=a}EC4FEC 
and C is closed under intersection and union, C is also closed under &. 1 
LEMMA 2. C-A&9 and C-Q99 are closed under joining. 
Proof: The two processors check deterministically whether they have the same 
last bit and, if so, execute the algorithm specified by the last bit. m 
LEMMA 3. C4Fc-“” is closed under &. 
571/41/3-10 
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Proof Let LO, L, E C-z?‘-#” with oracles fO, fi E C- # 9, respectively: Let 
g((x1, . . . . x,, 4, (Yl, . . . . Y,, i)) 
fo((x, 3 . ..Y %A (VIP ...? YJ) 
:= 
i 
if i=j=O 
fi((XlY “‘7 4, (Yl, ...Y vn)) if i=j=l 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, g E C- # 9 and, given g as an oracle, the two processors may use either of 
f0 and fi as an oracle. So L, & L, E C-9c-“9 with oracle g. 1 
COROLLARY. C-9 ’ #d is closed under intersection and union. 
Proof: A deterministic algorithm which accepts L, n L, for L,, L, E C-@‘#” 
may use the C- #P-oracle for L, & L1 to determine both results and then deter- 
ministically computes the logical “and” (resp. “or”). 1 
The last operation we will consider is taking the symmetric difference 
Lfi L’ := (L - L’) u (L’ - L) of two languages L and L’ (corresponding to addition 
mod 2 of their characteristic functions). 
LEMMA 4. C-9, C-BSpace, C-9W8, C-9c‘#9, and C- #29 are closed 
under 5. 
Proof: The mentioned classes are closed under complementation, intersection, 
and union. 1 
LEMMA 5. C-N9 and C-CONY are not closed under fi. 
ProojI Any class C which contains the trivial language (0, 1 } ** and is closed 
under taking the symmetric difference of two languages is also closed under com- 
plementation. 1 
LEMMA 6. C-A?99 and C-%99 are closed under 0. 
Proof Let C E { C-MBB, C-%&P} and fO, fi E C. In order to compute f0 Of,, 
P, and P, compute both functions and add the results mod 2. Let q(x, y) be the 
error probability for computing fi(x, y) and E(X, y) the error probability for 
computingf,@fi(x, y) this way. Then 
44 Y)‘dX, Y).(l-&1(4 y))+(l -%(X3 Y)).&*(-? v) 
=&o+&l-2&0&3=$-2.(f-EO(X,y)).(f-EI(X,y)). 
Hence, f0 Ofi E C. 1 
These results are summarized in Table I. 
Remark. It is easy to see that the closure results for polylogarithmic complexity 
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classes under union and intersection may be extended to polylogarithmically 
bounded union and intersection, that is: For CE {C-S, C-C,, C-17,, C-BSpace, 
C-9999, C-PcS8, C-#29}, any sequence of languages {L,, L,, . ..} E C, and any 
polylogarithmically bounded function p, we also have 
and u n L,:*~c. 
nsWI i<p(n) 
4. COMMUNICATION HIERARCHIES 
In this section we will study the properties of some communication hierarchies 
which correspond to the polynomial time hierarchy, the Boolean hierarchy, and the 
constant query hierarchy in TM complexity. While for the latter we can show 
proper inclusion at each level, we do not know whether the polynomial 
communication hierarchy collapses. 
The following result relates C-9 with the first level of the polynomial 
communication hierarchy C-9’% = u k E N C-.Zck. Clearly, 
DComm( T) c NComm( T) n coNComm( T). 
Furthermore, [AUY 831 and [HR 881 prove that 
NComm( T,) n coNComm( T,) c DComm( T, . T2 . (1 + o(l))), 
which implies the following 
COROLLARY. C-8 = C-Jf9 n C-coN9. 
From the definition it is clear that 
A, Comm( T) u COA, Comm( T) E A, + , Comm( T) n coAk+ , Comm( T). 
and hence 
C-Zk u C-17, E C-Ck + , n C-17, + 1 C C-SSpace. 
DEFINITION. A (polylogarithmic) rectangular’ reduction from a language L to 
another, L’, is a pair of functions (f, g), f,, g, : (0, 1 }” + (0, 1 } I@), such that 
log I(n) < O(logdn) for some constant d and (x, y) E L+ (f(x), g(y)) EL’. If there 
exists a rectangular reduction from L to L’ we denote this property by L c L’ and 
say that L is reducible to L’. 
’ We call these reductions rectangular, since rectangles A x BE L are mapped to rectangles 
j(A) x g(B) G L’. 
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A language L is @-hard for a class @ of languages if for every L’ E Qi, L’ c L. L 
is @-complete if L is @-hard and L E @. 
Babai et al. (1986) have constructed complete languages for C-C,, C-n,, and 
C-SSpace. They observed that, just as for Turing machine classes, if a C-n,- 
complete language belongs to C-Zk then 
C-z:k=C-z7~=C-C~+~=C-n~+,= ... . 
Another simple observation in this context is the following 
FACT. If, for some k E N, C-Zk # C-nk then C-Zk v C-rr, c C-Z, + , n C-l7, + 1 
( ” c ” always denotes proper inclusion of sets). 
Proof: Choose a C-C,-complete language L. If C-.?Yk # C-Z7k, then L $ C-D, and 
L &E $ C-Z, v C-n,. But L, e E C-Zk + I n C-17, + , and, since C-CI, + I and C-nk + , 
are closed under &, also L & E E C-Ck + 1 n C-17, + 1. 1 
It should be clear that the corresponding result holds for TM classes. But for 
communication complexity we know that the condition of the fact above is satisfied 
for k = 1. So we have the following separation. 
COROLLARY. C-JVPUC-COJVBCC-Z, nC-l7,. 
Another analogy to sequential complexity classes is the characterization of the 
polynomial hierarchy by nondeterministic oracle protocols. We require that a 
nondeterministic protocol generates the query strings qi deterministically, otherwise 
one would get C-NPid = 2(‘,‘)**. 
THEOREM 4. For all k > 1, 
c-Jf$jF- = c&“@--=k~‘l- = CVCk, 1 ) 
where C-NBLcml - (resp. C-MY LCm1 + ) denotes the class of languages recognizable 
by nondeterministic algorithms with oracle L, where only m oracle queries are allowed 
and along any accepting path only negative (resp. positive) answers are given by the 
oracle. 
Proof From the definition follows immediately 
C-Ck+ 1 E &,&‘-@-“k[l] + = C+j~‘“@=k[~] - c C&‘-~c-=k 
and it is not hard to see that 
c-N9c-nk[1’ + c c-z, + 1. 
The only thing left to prove is that C-JV”@-~~ E C-JV@-~~~~~-. 
Let LEC-JV@-~~ and choose some C-Z,-complete language L’. Let &’ be a 
nondeterministic algorithm for L which uses L’ as an oracle. We show how to 
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modify d in such a way that a single query to the oracle L’ s&ices to accept L 
and inputs are only accepted if in that run the oracle’s answer is “No.” 
As in the case of ordinary nondeterministic computations we may assume 
nondeterministic oracle protocols to be one-way: Processor P, may guess the whole 
computation (that is, the messages exchanged and the oracle’s answers to queries) 
in advance. Note that the (first component of the) queries can still be generated 
deterministically from the first bits of the guessed computation and the local input 
of processor PO. If this guess could be an accepting run from P,‘s point of view then 
P, sends this string to Pi, otherwise P, sends some special string which tells P, to 
reject. In the first case both processors continue to verify that guess: Step by step 
P, generates the second parts of the queries and checks whether the guessed 
messages are possible choices from its point of view; together the two processors 
send their queries to the oracle and P, checks whether the guessed answers are 
right. Finally, P, accepts if everything was right. 
We modify all queries where the guessed answer is 1: Instead of asking 
(q,,, ql) E L’?, that is 
P, guesses some ui and sends it to P 1; the new query takes the form 
3~2 h...Q’u,: l(#o(qo, u) 0 h(ql, u))?, 
where the answer should be 0 for accepting runs. These modified queries 
correspond to an oracle L” E C-C,- i and hence may be reduced to L’. Since the 
number of queries is at most polylogarithmic and C-C,, is closed under 
polylogarithmically bounded union, it can be decided by a single query whether all 
answers are 0. Hence, C-JV@-~~ c C-JVB~-~~[’ ] -. 1 
As we already mentioned before D&mm(n)= 2{“,11**. But since we do not 
require languages to be decidable in our notion, a simple counting argument leads 
to the following result. 
THEOREM 5. For any function k: N + N, there are languages L such that 
L $ Ak Comm(n - 2). 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that k(n) <n - 1. So there are 
at most 
(n - 1 )k(n) < nn 
partitions of a O/l-string of length n - 2 into at most k(n) subsequent strings of 
arbitrary length. Furthermore, there are at most 
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functions f: (0, l}n+(“-2) + { 0, 1 }. Hence there are at most 
n” . (2 p-2 2 ) < nn .2**“-’ 6 0(2**“) 
languages in A,Comm(n - 2) n 2to*‘1”x (0711”. 1 
COROLLARY. C-PSpace # 2{‘3’)**. 
Another analogy to Turing machine complexity is the Boolean communication 
hierarchy. Its levels are defined as 
c-Jr/-q 1) := c-J-9 
C-N8(2):= {L,n~(Li~C-k”~} 
C-J-973) := ((L, n ZJ u L3 (Lip C-N@} 
C-Jlr~(4):={((L,n~)uL,)nL,~Li~C-.N~} 
Its complementary classes are denoted by 
C-cox9qk) := (LI L E c-Jv-P(k)). 
Finally, the Boolean communication hierarchy is defined as 
c-ax := u C-k-P(k). 
ksN 
For each k a C--VP(k)-complete language Lk can be defined in terms of the 
C-NY-complete set intersection problem SZ := {(x, y) 1 xi = yi = 1 for some 
iE { 1, . . . . n} } and its complement % (In the following we assume (xi/ = ly,J = 
1x21 = lY2l = .** 1 
L1 := sz 
L* :=sz-Fz 
:= {(xIx2~ Y~Y~)I(x,, yl)ESZand (x2, ~21~~1 
L,:=(SZ-S)-sz 
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Similarly the C-CONS(k)-complete languages Lpk are defined as 
L-1 :=YI 
L-2 :=%- SI 
L _,:=(sLSZ)-37 
L~,:=((m-4I)-sQ-sz 
Since C-N9 and C-COMB are closed under union and intersection it follows 
that C-NP(k) = C-co.K9’(k) = C-NS(k+ 1) = C-coJcrB(k+ 1) = . . . if Lk E 
C-co.NP(k). Also it is easy to see that GNP(k) u C-CONY(~) c C-.NP(k + 1) n 
C-coJv9yk + 1). 
Analogously to the corresponding TM complexity classes [W 881 we have the 
following equivalent characterization of the Boolean communication hierarchy. 
LEMMA 7. For all k E N, 
C-.NS(k + 1) = {L, 5 L2 ( L, E C-Np(k), L2 E C-X9}. 
Proof: To show “ G ” let L E C-N9(k c 1). We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1 (k + 1 is even). Then L = A n B with A E C-NY(k) and BE C-NY. 
Hence L, := A u BE C-Jr/-S(k) and 
L,^B=(AuB)2B=AnB=L. 
Case 2 (k + 1 is odd). Then L = A u B with A E C-X9(k) and BE C-JVB. 
Hence L, := ,A n BE C-MB(k) and 
L,^B=(AnB)QB=AuB=L. 
For the reverse inclusion let L = L, 5 . . . c L, with all Li E C-X8. L contains 
all strings of which the number of occurrences in the sets L, is odd. Let M, be the 
set of inputs which belong to at least p Lls, 
Then L may be written as 
(hflnK)u(M3nM,)u ..’ u(hfk-ln%) if k is even 
(kfln~)u(M3n~)u “- uhf, if k is odd. 
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Clearly, M, E C-J-9 for all p d k. Furthermore, K E n/r, + i and hence for the set 
of inputs which are element of exactly p L:s holds M, n M, + 1 G Mp n M, + , n 
M P+3 n . . . Therefore L may be written as 
L= (...(((M,nMz)uM,)nM,)... uM,-,)n% 
i 
if k is even 
(...(((M,nM,)uM,)nM,)...)uM, if k is odd, 
i.e., LE C-NY(k). n 
Another analogy to a result for TM complexity classes [K 88; W 881 is the fact 
that the Boolean communication hierarchy is intertwined with the constun~ 
(nonadaptive) query hierarchy C-S& whose kth level is C-BcP-y”r Ckl. 
THEOREM 6. For all k E N, 
C-Jlrp(k) u C-CONY(k) c C-Yc-“911 W] c C-JlrB(k + 1) n C-co.Nz?‘(k + 1). 
Proof: The first inclusion is very easy to see: Let L = L, * ... 5 L,. Every Li 
can be reduced to the C-NY-complete language SI with only polylogarithmic 
communication and the corresponding k queries can be made in parallel, each with 
polylogarithmic cost. Finally, only the sum mod 2 of the resulting k bits has to be 
computed. Hence, C-NY(k) c C-BcV”y9r [“I. Since C-Sc-“9” ck3 is closed under 
complementation the same inclusion holds for C-coJlrY(k). 
Due to this closure property we only have to prove C-9’c--y” r rkl s C-JlrS(k + 1) 
for the second part. Let L E C-YC--Y”‘ickl (with characteristic functionf) and d be 
a deterministic algorithm with polylogarithmic communication that makes at most 
k nonadaptive queries to some oracle BE C-NY. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that &’ first computes the queries qi = gi(x, y), i = 1, . . . . k, and some 
additional information such that the result only depends on the oracles answers. 
(This increases the amount of communication by at most a factor of 2k.) Then it 
makes all queries and gets the results ri, i= 1, . . . . k. Finally the result 
fk Y) = h,,, y#-1y . . . . rk) iS computed by one processor alone. 
For any k-ary Boolean function b and input r = (rl, . . . . rk) let mb(r) be the 
maximum number of “mind changes” of b on any monotone path from (0, . . . . 0) to 
r, that is: If “ 6” is the partial order on k-tuples given by 
then m,(r):=max(mI3s, ,..., S,E{O, l}kVi~(l ,..., m>: s~-~<s~=G~ and b(s,-,)# 
&i) >a 
Now let C, := {(x, y) I h,,,,,(O, . . . . 0) = 1 } and Ci := {(x, y) I mh,x,gj(r) 2 i}, 1 < 
i < k. It is not hard to see that Ci E C-,V9. (Guess a monotone path s0 < . . . < si, 
verify that h,,, ,,)(sj- 1) # h (X, yj(si) for all jE { 1, . . . . i}, and verify nondeterministically 
that si< r = r(x, y).) This yields a C-NB(k + I)-representation of L, namely 
L=C,^C,^ . . . cc,. 1 
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In contrast to the case of TM computation we are able to show that the Boolean 
communication hierarchy does not collapse. This extends one of the corollaries 
above. 
THEOREM 7. For all k E N, C-X9(k) # C-coNB(k). 
Proof. The proof is based on a result of Kadin, who showed in [K 881 that the 
existence of a polynomial time reduction of ,X9’(k) to coM9’(k) with a sparse 
oracle S, implies the existence of a polynomial time reduction of JQ?Y(k - 1) to 
coN8(k - 1) with a sparse oracle Sk- 1. Because of the nonuniformity of com- 
munication protocols sparse oracles are of no use in communication complexity. 
Hence, from C-J-9 # C-CONY we can conclude that C-NY(k) # C-coM9(k) for 
all k E N. The adaption of Kadin’s result to communication complexity may be 
formulated as follows: 
Zf, for some k> 1, L, c L-, then L,_, c L-,, -,,. 
Suppose (fk, gk) reduces Lk to Lek. A pair (A, B) of strings of length n is 
( fk, g,)-easy if there exist pairs (A,, B,), . . . . (Ak- 1, Z3,- 1) of strings of length n 
such that 
f/c@, ... Ak-,A)=: (C, ... CkplC) 
g,(B, *..Bk-,B)=:(Dl . ..D.-,D) 
(C, D)ESZ. 
(A, B) is ( fk, g,)-hard if (A, B) E % and (A, B) is not ( fk, g,)-easy. 
Let A, B be strings of length n. Suppose that (A, B) is ( fk, g,)-easy. Then 
(A, B) must be in %z For example, if k is even, (C, D) E SZ implies 
(C, ~1. C,-,C, D, . . . Dk- 1 D) E Lpk. Thus, since ( fk, gk) is a rectangular reduc- 
tion, (A f ... Ak- I A, B, ... B,- i B) E L,, but this implies (A, B) E $Z. If k is odd, the 
same reasoning holds with Lk and LPk (resp. SZ and a) interchanged. 
For each length n we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. (All pairs (A, B) E ???=” of strings of length n are (fk, g,)-easy.) Then 
there exists a C-NY-protocol &,, which accepts s=“. On input (A, B) processor 
P, guesses A, .ef A,-, and computes (C, ... C,-,C)=f,(A, ‘.. APpIA), pro- 
cessor P, guesses B, . . . B, _, and computes (0, ’ . . D, _ 1 D) = g, (B, . . . 8, _ 1 B). 
(A, B) is accepted if the last components of the results (C, D) E SZ. Thus for such 
n’s one can reduce 3 =fl to SZ and thus L;Ak,- lb to L _ (k ~,). 
Case 2. (There exists a (fk, g,)-hard pair (A, B) of strings of length n.) If k is 
even, then for all (k- 1)-tuples (A,, B,), . . . . (Ak- 1, Bkp 1) of pairs of strings of 
length n, 
(A, . ..A.p,,B, . ..B.-,)EL~~,Q(A, . ..Ak-.A,B, . ..B.~,B)EL,, 
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since (A, B) E 3% Since (fk, gk) is a reduction, 
(A, . . . ALeIA, B, ... Bk--B)~Lk-=(C1 . ..C.plC,D1 ...DkpID)~LMk. 
Since (A, B) is (fk, g,)-hard, (C, D) $ St thus 
(C, ... C,c--1C, D, ... Dk--ID)~L-k~(C, ...Ck-l,D, ...Dk--l)~L-(k-,j. 
If k is odd, the same reasoning holds with Li and Lpi interchanged. 
Thus there exists a rectangular reduction of L, _, to L -tk _ 1j. 1 
Using the closure property of C-Bc-“y”l tkl under complementation, we get the 
following corollary to Theorems 6 and 7. 
COROLLARY. For allkEN, 
C-Jr/-S(k) c C-9C-MNB”Ck’ c C-.NB(k + l), 
C-coJ’“9(k) c C-9c-“y”u ck’ c C-coMB(k + 1). 
For the left sides in this result we can show an even stronger result, namely, one 
proper inclusion in Theorem 6. We do not know whether the second inclusion in 
this theorem is proper too. 
LEMMA 8. For all k E N, 
C-J-S(k) u C-coN9(k) c C-Sc-“9” ck’. 
Proof: Consider the C-Ng(k)-complete language Lk and the C-coNS(k)- 
complete language L _ k. By Theorem 6 both are contained in CMc-““t ckl, 
which is closed under joining two languages. Hence L, & Lpk E C-Bce”“II ckl. By 
Theorem 7 we know that L,$C-coNB(k) and Lek# C-X9(k). Therefore 
L, & L--k $ C-NB(k) u C-COMB(k). 1 
An example of a language that is not contained in C-WX is the set LE of ordered 
pairs: (x, y)~LE-+x<y, where “G” denotes the lexicographical ordering on 
(0, l}“. 
THEOREM 8. For all k E N, LE 4 C-MS(k). 
Proof We already know that LE $ C-NS. The theorem then follows from the 
following lemma (applied k - 1 times). 1 
LEMMA 9. For all k > 2, LEE C-Jr/-S(k) would imply LEE C-.N.9(k - 1). 
ProoJ Suppose that LEE C-NY(k). Because for all i holds 
LEE C-NY(i) o LEE C-CONS(i), 
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we may represent LE as 
LE = L, v L, with L, E C-J”9 and L, E 
c-Jv-P(k - 1) if k is odd 
C-co&-P( k - 1) if k is even. 
Using the characterization of nondeterministic protocols given in [AUY 83, 
HR 881 the nth section of L2, L;“, can be represented as a union of “rectangles” 
Ai,, x ii,, E (0, l}” x (0, l}“,- - 
with r(n) < 2°(‘ogan), a E N, since L;” can be accepted by a nondeterministic 
protocol of polylogarithmic length. 
For fixed n, let ai :=max Ai,n and bi := min B,, (max and min are taken with 
respect to the lexicographical ordering on (0, 1 }n). Then ai < bi and w.1.o.g. we may 
assume that ai = bi. (Otherwise replace Ai,, by Ai,n u {x E (0, 1 }” 1 ai < x < bi).) 
Consider inputs of length n as numbers between 0 and N= 2” - 1. The set 
{ 0, .-*, N} - {a,, ***, ~,(,)> consists of at most r(n) + 1 intervals. Therefore there is at 
least one interval {s, . . . . t} of size t--s+ 12 (N+ 1 -r(n))/(r(n)+ 1)>,2”-“(‘og’n) 
such that {a,, . . . . a,(,,} n {s, . . . . t} = @ and hence 
(s, . . . . t} x {s, . ..) t)nAi,,xBi,,=0 
Thus for x, y E (0, . . . . 2” ~ Ouoga “‘} holds 
Vie (1, . . . . r(n)}. 
(x, y)~LEox<y~x+s<y+so(x+s, y+s)~L,. 
Because this would be a rectangular reduction of LE to L, we already had LEE 
C-Jlrq(k- 1). 1 
COROLLARY. C-~ZcC-BC-~9C'ognl. 
Proof. Clearly C-G%% E C-9C-~9[‘o~n1. On the other hand, LE# C-W&’ and 
there exist deterministic protocols for LE with at most polylogarithmic communica- 
tion which need only log n queries to the identification function id as an oracle: Let 
X x,, y,, y, be the most and least significant half of x and y, respectively. Use one 
o;H’cle query to check whether x, = ym. In this case (x, y) is accepted iff x,< y,. 
Otherwise (x, y) is accepted iff x, < ym. 1 
COROLLARY. C-9&W and C-9%? ure incomparable (with regard to “ E “). 
ProoJ: The set intersection function si, has nondeterministic complexity 
C Lndet(&l)~h3.+ 1 and probabilistic complexity C,(si,) > Q(n) [BFS 86, 
KS 871. On .the other hand, the n-bit ordering function le, has probabilistic 
complexity C,(Ze,) < O(log’ n) [Y 831 but LE# C-932. m 
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COROLLARY. C-SiM'cC-9'9. 
Proof C-S??? is closed under fi and C-.AfP s C-98. Hence C-NY(k) E 
C-.4?P for all k E N. Because LE $ C-@Y? but LEE C-&MY E C-P8 the inclusion 
is proper. 1 
5. PROBABILISTIC CLASSES, C-#.Y', AND RELATED CLASSES 
In the first part of this section we state some simple observations and results from 
[BFS 861. For a better understanding we give proofs of these results or useful hints 
which cannot be found in the cited paper. In the second half we show that the class 
C-8P (which has been defined by means of nondeterministic algorithms) is equal 
to the probabilistic class C-ABB. This result together with a result from [CG 881 
(for which we give a quite simple proof) allows us to separate C-99 from 
C-Bc‘#e. For some special graph problems this shows that they are not contained 
in C-89. 
For completeness we state the following result which follows from the definition 
immediately. 
LEMMA 10. C-8 E C-SE?EP E C-A?8P G C-%S?Y. 
In the last section we have seen that C-&M’ is incomparable to the Boolean 
communication hierarchy. Babai et al. mentioned the following analogy to 
sequential complexity classes which demonstrates the limitations of bounded error 
probabilistic protocols. 
THEOREM 9. C-SMVGC-C,~C-Z~,. 
ProoJ: The proof is an easy adaptation of the Lautemann proof [L 831 to 
communication complexity. But in our model, a C4?8Salgorithm may use 
arbitrary probability distributions while in Lautemann’s proof the distribution has 
to be uniform. To overcome this difliculty we use a result from [HR 88, Theorems 8 
and 93: For any C-4MV-algorithm d one can construct a C-WBP-algorithm d’ 
such that all messages of d’ are sent with probability either 0 or p(n), where 
log( l/p(n)) is polylogarithmic in n. Hence a C-WBP-algorithm may be regarded as 
a deterministic algorithm with an additional input of log(l/p(n)) uniform 
distributed random bits. 1 
The relationship between C-BSV and C-SY“~~ ,is left as an open problem. We 
do not know about any inclusion in one or the other direction nor do we know of 
negative results. The following corollary shows that the above inclusion is proper 
in a very strong sense. 
COROLLARY. C-~~4PuC-~~~CC-C,nC-n,nC-~~. 
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Prooj The inclusion follows from the above results and from C-.MBS, = C-R9 
(which we will show later). For proper inclusion consider the language 
L := SI& LE, where SZ and LE are the set intersection (resp. the ordering 
problem). From LE 6 C-&?JV and SZ$ C-93&P it follows that L $ C-?.WV u C-&Y?. 
But L E C-C, n C-Z7* n C-89 because C-C,, C-17,) and C-89 are closed under 
joining. 1 
Further we can show’ the following inclusions. 
LEMMA 11. C-9?9 c CGP~-#~ G C-SSpace. 
Proof. The first inclusion is obvious. For the second, let LE C-PC-#9 with 
oracle f~ C-#9, and let d be the corresponding C-MP-algorithm which has 
f(x, y) accepting runs on input (x, y). A C-Pc-“9-computation on input (x, y) is 
a sequence 
m 1.1 . ‘-m1,j,O1m2,1 “‘mz,j, ... Os-lms,l “‘ms,js 
of length at most (log n)’ for some a > 0. The mi,k are messages sent between the 
two processors which only depend on m,, , . . I oi- I m,, . . . mi,k- I and the input of 
the sending processor. The oi are the answers of the oracle to questions 
(ai( b,(y)), where the functions ai, bi depend on m,,, ... mi,j,; that is, 
ai(x)=a(x, ml,, ... mi,j,) 
(analogously for bi). The length of the question is 
lUi(X)l = I&(y)1 < 2(10@)‘. 
Hence 
(4 Y)EL 
++=mm,,, ‘.. ml,j101m2,1 ‘.. m2,j2 ... os-lms,l . ..rn.,E (0, l}‘@), 
l(n) < (log n)? 
p is valid on input x 
A p is accepting on input y 
A vie { 1, . ..) kY-l}:f(Ui(X), bi(y))=Oj. 
In order to show that LEGBSpuce it suffices to show that the problems 
“f(Ui(X), &(y)) = Oi?, i = 1, . ..) s - 1, 
are in C-SSpuce. This would follow from f~c-99’Spuce. But by assumption 
f~ C- # 9’ and so we will be done after proving Lemma 12 below. 1 
2 Both inclusions can be found in [BFS 861. We have included the proof of the second one, since it 
was not so obvious to us. 
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LEMMA 12. C- # 9 E C-%gSpace. 
Proof Let f E C- # 9 and let d be the corresponding C-M&protocol (without 
loss of generality ~2 is a one-way protocol). Let the possible messages of d be 
numbered by 1, . . . . N, log N < (log n)‘, and let a(x, y, i, j) denote the number of 
accepting computations of d on input (x, y) which have numbers in {i, . . . . j>. 
We have to show: {((x, z), (y, z)) 1 a(x, y, 1, N) > z> E CMSpace. This is done by 
defining recursively a C-BSpace-representation of the language 
as follows: 
(1) i > j: ((x, z, i, j), (y, z, i, j)) is always rejected. 
(2) i= j: ((x, z, i, j), (y, z, i, j)) is accepted o 
(z = 1 and computation i is valid for x and accepting for y) or z = 0. 
(3) i< j: ((x, z, i,j), (y, z, i, j)) is accepted- 
3Z' E (0, . ..) z}~tz',i~,jf)~{(zl,i,~~~),(z-zl,~~~+l,j)}: 
((x, z’, i’, j’), (y, z’, i’, j’)) is accepted. 
In each recursion step j- i is halved, so we need O(log N) < O((log n)c) quan- 
tifiers, each of them quantifying over a set of size O(z) = 0(2’f(“9Y”) = 0(21°gCn) 
(resp. of size 2). Hence, the construction indeed yields a C-BSpace-represen- 
tation. 1 
Another result from [BFS 861 is concerned with the (somewhat strange) class 
C-#28. It is obvious if one recalls the definitions but will turn out to be very useful 
at the end of this section. 
LEMMA 13. C- # 29 E C-,G?~-‘~. 
Babai et al. have observed that for each language LEC-5’9 there is a 
probabilistic polylogarithmic communication algorithm with moderately bounded 
error probability (at most 5 - 2-‘Og’ “), h ence C-99 c C-.MBB. We will now show 
that this boundedness condition suffices to put a language in C-99. 
THEOREM 10. C-BP = C-JXBB. 
Proof In order to show that C-5%9 c C-&?&P, let LE C-99 and let JX? be a 
C-NY-algorithm such that (x,, x1) EL iff more than half of the computations of 
SZZ’ on input (x,,, x,) are accepting. Let N < 2 (lognr be the total number of computa- 
tions of d. A probabilistic algorithm d’ may now simulate ~4 by sending at 
random some computation of & on input (x,, x,). &’ accepts with probability 
1 - 1/(2N + 1) if d accepts and rejects otherwise. Then the error probability of ~4’ 
is at most f - $(2N + 1). Hence L E C-A!&?. 
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Now, let LE C-A!BB and let f~ 2{‘,‘}** be its characteristic function. Then 
C E (f,) < (log n)d with E < $-- 2-(‘ogn)d for some dE N. By Theorem 7 of [HR 881, 
Cl,,f(fJ GC,(f”) + 1 G (1% nY+ 1, 
where 
+E’4+4.2- (C,(f,)+1)>2-2(logn)d-I , 
Without loss of generality we may assume all runs of such a one-way protocol have 
the same length. Hence, by Theorem 9 of [HR 883, there exists a probabilistic 
one-way protocol d which computes f, with error probability less than 
and at most 
bits of communication such that any message is sent with probability either 0 or p, 
where 
Let M be the set of messages of d. For a EM, let po(xo, a) E (0, p} be the 
probability that message a will be sent on input X~E (0, I}“, and let p,(xI, a)E 
[0, l] be the probability that, on input x1 E (0, l}“, message a leads to output 1. 
Let q = r2Wog njd 1. Then we define a probabilistic one-way algorithm .zI’ with 
messages from A4 x { 1, . . . . q} as follows: On input x0, processor PO sends some 
message (a, i) with probability p/q. On input x1 processor P, accepts iff it receives 
a message (a, i) with i< q -pl (x,, a). 
For all input pairs (x0, x1) holds: 
Pr[d’ accepts (x0, x1)] 
= c c Pr[P, on x0 sends (a, i)] . Pr[P, on x1 and (a, i) accepts] 
ircM l<i<q 
= .FM L4-pl(xl, a)Jpo(T’ ‘); 
hence 
PrCd’ accepts (x0, x1)1 d C P,( x1, a) .po(xo, a) = Pr[& accepts (x0, x,)]. 
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For (x0, xi) EL of length n (large enough) one can conclude 
PrCd’ accepts (x0, x1)1 2 C (4.p1(xI, a)- 1) P&O? Ml 
CfGM 4 
= c Pl(xl~~)~Pclb,~~)- c Pobcb a) 
sreM CZSM 4 
B Pr[d accepts (x,, x1)] -4-l 
>~+2-2(‘og.)d~~_2~3(logn)d>~ 
‘2 2’ 
Therefore J&” is a probabilistic protocol for L. 
But now, each message has probability either 0 or p/q and P, accepts or rejects 
deterministically. So d’ may be viewed as a nondeterministic protocol and, for 
each input, more than half of the possible runs of d’ give the right result. Further- 
more, each run has only polylogarithmic length. Therefore, L E C-89. [ 
Next we consider the probabilistic communication complexity of ZP2, the inner 
product mod 2. This allows us to separate C-99 from C-Y’-#” and strengthens 
the conjecture of [PS 863 that ZP2 4 C-%5%9. 
A linear lower bound even for error probability exponentially close to $ has been 
obtained by Chor and Goldreich [CG 88, Theorem 211 for a slightly different 
probabilistic communication complexity measure. They use the fact that the matrix 
corresponding to the inner product mod 2 becomes a Hadamard matrix if the 
O-entries are replaced by - 1. (A (+ 1, -1)-matrix is Hadamard if the rows are 
pairwise orthogonal, that is, their inner product with respect to the real vector 
space is 0.) The result is obtained by considering how unbiased bits can be obtained 
from semi-random sources and the connection of this problem to probabilistic 
communication complexity. 
For completeness we give a direct proof for a lower bound on C,(ip2,). It is 
based on the ideas of Chor and Goldreich, but does not require the technical 
machinery of [CG 883. 
THEOREM 11. Let ip2, be the inner product mod 2 function on bitstrings of length 
n. Then, for any E = 4 - 2-(“/2)(‘-*)- ’ with 0 < 6 < 1 holds 
C,(@2,) 2 6n. 
Proof Let ZP2, be the O/l-matrix corresponding to ip2,. An erroneous 
deterministic protocol which computes ip2, induces a covering of ZP2, by disjoint 
rectangles R,, . . . . R,, where d is the number of different possible computations. For 
any rectangle Ri, the protocol outputs the same result for all entries in Ri. 
ZP2, corresponds to a Hadamard matrix of size 2” x 2” and every m x m 
Hadamard matrix H has the property that for an arbitrary a x b submatrix T of H 
the difference between the number of + l’s and - l’s in T is at most & (see 
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Lemma 9.3 in [BFS 863 or Lemma 8 in [CG 881). Hence a rectangle Rj of size yi 
in ZP2, includes at least 
Yi &.2” --~ 
2 2 
errors. Furthermore, 
because the rectangles form a partition of ZP2,. Therefore , the fraction of errors 
in this covering is at least 
If d < 2*” then the fraction of errors is at least 4 - +.2-“(’ ~ 6)‘2. Hence Lemma 2 of 
[HR 881 and Yao’s bound imply 
C,(@“) 2 6n 
This result shows that the inner product mod 2 problem, ZP2, is not in C-89. 
But clearly it is in C-#2P. This yields the following 
COROLLARY. C- # 29 si C-9’9, hence C-99 c C-L??‘-#~. 
COROLLARY. Undirected graph reachability, planarity, and bipartiteness for sparse 
graphs with O(n) edges are not in C-89’. 
Proof: The mentioned problems are C-BSpace-hard [BFS 863. 1 
The only known relation of C-%S%P to other complexity classes which have been 
considered here is the trivial inclusion C-S%?’ z C-@%98. No concrete language is 
known not to be in C-QPPB. On the other hand, it is not known whether C-S!?VP 
includes some level C-Zk, k k 2. The following result of Alon, Frankl, and Rod1 
shows that most problems are not in C-@SEP. 
LEMMA 14. RUComm(n - 6) # 2(0311**. 
Proof Almost all boolean valued functions on pairs of n-bit strings have 
unbounded error probabilistic complexity at least n - 5 [AFR 851. 1 
571/41/3-11 
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6. SUMMARY AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
Figure 1 gives an overview on the relations between the different complexity 
classes. Inclusions are represented as dotted lines while solid lines mean proper 
inclusion. Incomparabilities of classes are indicated by bars. Using the diagram in 
Fig. 1, we may state the main open problems as follows: 
(1) For any dotted line, show that it can be drawn solid or otherwise collapse 
it to a point. 
(2) For any two classes not connected by raising lines, insert a line or a bar 
between them. 
c-UPP 0, 
1.. Cdpc-#P 
C-MPP = C-PP 
c-BPP 
. . .q C-PSpace 
.* . . * . * . * . . * . 6 C-P% = Uk c-Ck . . . . 
*o, c-PC-Q 
: *. 
c-z; 0: * :o c-l& 
*. . . . 
10: *c-pc-cz 
: . . 
C-NP(3) 
c-NP(~) 
,C-NP 
x C~pC-~PllPl 
\ 
C-coNP(3) 
C-~~IIPI 
FIG. 1. Relations between communication complexity classes. 
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Another problem is the following: 
(3) Are C-%&P or C-SP closed under intersection (or equivalently union) 
of languages? 
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